Ben Hines founded Moving Performance in 2009 bringing together his two
passions: people development and music. He uniquely combines his 13 years of
commercial experience in the financial and legal sectors with his own musical
abilities as a semi-professional orchestral French horn player.
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"Ben has an amazing ability to bond teams around a cause through music. It really
needs to be experienced to be believed and understood. It is beautiful, uplifting
and long-lasting. Ben has a very special gift that he is generous enough to share.”
RENE CARAYOL, MBE*
Working with some of the world's leading companies, Ben has used music to help
both executive boards and emerging leaders to reflect on their strengths and
those of others, to move toward more collaborative and productive outcomes. He
works across the world facilitating leadership programmes and as a conference
keynote speaker.
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In his earlier career, Ben led high-performing teams in the financial and
professional service industries. As a strategic marketer for Barclays PLC he
created and implemented numerous innovative segmented product solutions
across multiple countries extending Barclays' international coverage. With CPA
Global, a leading legal services provider, he advised and brought significant
change to how the company structured itself to maximize its key markets.
Ben Hines is married, has five young children and lives in London.

Testimonials
“You sometimes meet people who have passion coming out of every pore, but
not often. To meet someone like this, who's passion is to help others, is unique in
my experience. It is for this reason that I have no hesitation in recommending
Ben to anyone who wants help in building their team. A talented musician, a far
sighted faciltator with a clear vision of how to help other people makes him
someone you should speak to.”
- ASSOCIATE COURSE DIRECTOR, THE LEADERSHIP TRUST.

“Ben is masterful at facilitating participant reflection and drawing the
leadership lessons from his interviews with the conductor and the performers.
People leave Know the Score® uplifted, engaged and focused on their own
leadership journey.”
- CEO, MOBIUS EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP.
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